WRITING A HANDWRITTEN LETTERS
A list of ten reasons you should write more handwritten letters explaining how handwritten letters can benefit both the
sender and the recipient.

Do you remember how our brains love novelty? Don't let your wedding day be the first time you write one.
Throughout their childhood, my own children moaned and groaned when it came to writing thank you notes.
There is no reason that they should be. The words, like the lines on the face, told so much more about the
person who wrote them. Think about the beauty of handwritten letters. Remembering the letter you wrote
seems like a chore, but for some reason, I never have a problem remembering what I have written by hand. I'm
forever grateful. Info Look Out, Email. Somewhere in the mire, lay a fountain pen I had purchased for no good
reason. The recipient of a handwritten letter sees something of the character of the writer in the handwriting.
The very act of writing by hand slows the mind. I cannot say the same for words that I have typed. I try to
write Noah and Paris letters at least twice a year and while they may not understand their power now, I'm
keeping them in a box so they have them to re-read when they grow up. So next time, when you are confused
about the 'best-personalised gift option' for your loved ones, colleague or even your boss, choose from our
great varieties of letters like - Love letters. The scratch of the pen across the paper was cathartic. Comment on
an important detail you learned about the company during the interview. Being able to live in the moment is a
rare gift, one that helps us remain happy by shutting out regrets and fears that can arise from too much focus
on the past and future. Letters A letter takes ten days to go from New Jersey to Portugal. We look at the return
address, and our heart beats faster. Mother's Day just passed and Father's Day is quickly approaching. We
reflect on our relationship with the reader and choose words with deliberation. It will become a lifelong
treasure to the person lucky enough to receive it: 1. Susan is a Los Angeles-based freelance journalist and
former newspaper reporter. A handwritten note keeps us authentic. To be honest, it had been awhile since I
received one of those. I placed them in an envelope and put them in the mail. They met through a classified ad
in a teen magazine. The handwritten notes take me back in time. Through the handwritten word, they have
shared laughs and tears through various milestones: boyfriends who came and went, new jobs, marriage,
children who have grown, and parents and loved ones who have died.

